CREATING
TEXTILE VALUES
Our fundamental intent is to provide intrinsic value
in everything we create. We produce high-end woollen fabrics
at our family-owned weaving mill in the heart of Bavaria,
combining traditional craftsmanship and modern techniques
with attention to detail and a passion for our work.

100 % CRAFTED
IN GERMANY
We produce our woollen fabrics exclusively in Germany
and retain control over the entire production process at
all times. From creating the design to the finished product –
in-depth expertise under one roof.

FINEST VIRGIN
WOOL ONLY
At rohi, we have always believed in wool´s high-tech
properties. Wool has become our hallmark, or even better,
the hallmark of our quality. In our weaving we use only the
highest grade virgin wool and develop most hard-wearing
and durable textiles.

SOFT &
PRECIOUS
The origin of the wool determines key quality factors such
as the thickness and length of the fibres. Extra long and fine
fibres form the basis for the premium quality of rohi fabrics.
Our yarns are high-quality worsted which guarantee optimal
softness and high abrasion resistance.
Additionally, our fabrics are given an antipilling finish: longer
fibres are gently singed to achieve a smooth surface and
a soft-touch feel.

EASY-CARE &
RESISTANT
The natural lanolin content and the scale-like structure of
wool fibres offer optimal natural protection against stains.
Thanks to the unique hydrophobic effect, liquids bead on
the surface and dirt particles cannot penetrate. This is why
wool fabrics are particularly easy to care for.
After the weaving process is completed, our fabrics
undergo a pre-wash treatment to reduce further shrinkage
during cleaning. The anti-shrinking finish makes our textiles
particularly cleanable.

BREATHABLE &
AIR-PURIFYING
Wool is a natural temperature-regulating fibre: warm when
it’s cold and cool in hot conditions. Wool can absorb up to
35 % of its own weight in moisture without feeling damp.
This ensures optimal seating comfort.
Moreover, wool acts as an air filter. It absorbs harmful
substances from the air and breaks them down. Wool
fabrics can play an important part in improving the air in
private and public indoor spaces.

ROBUST &
DURABLE
Our fabrics feature a special double structure which
allows for more density, volume and extra durability.
A minimum percentage of polyamide reinforces our extra
fine yarns to give our fabrics added durability and a long
life-cycle.
All our fabrics are yarn-dyed. This intensive dye process
ensures optimal brilliance, durability and high lightfastness.

STABLE IN SHAPE &
WRINKLE-RESISTANT
Wool has a natural bounce. Wool fabrics always return to
their original shape. At microscopic level, wool fibres have
a coiled spring structure which allows them to stretch up
to 30 % of their length and return to their original form.
This gives wool fabrics a natural resistance to wrinkling
and keeps them looking like new even years later.

NATURAL &
SUSTAINABLE
Wool, our raw material of choice, is a 100 % natural and
fast-growing resource. Sheep produce a new fleece twice
a year and thus naturally ensure a constant renewal of
our most important resource.
We exclusively source mulesing-free wool from spinning
mills in Europe. All our suppliers are members of the
International Wool Textile Organisation (IWTO). This means
that they comply with the guidelines for good animal
welfare at all times.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SOUND PRODUCTION
Our dyeing and spinning providers are ISO 9002 (quality
management system) and ISO 14001 (environmental
management system) certified and are in line with
Oeko-Tex standards.
In addition to meeting the required REACH EU regulation
for absence of harmful chemicals and substances, we also
satisfy the ecological requirements of the US California
regulation AB 2998. Our textiles meet the criteria of the
environmental label RAL-UZ 117 for environmentally sound
production and low-emission upholstered furniture.
Sustainability is our top priority in handling the natural
material. No pesticides, heavy metals, nickel or other
harmful substances are used.

UPCYCLING
The production processes for our woollen fabrics generate
high-quality selvages, which once were simply thrown away.
Based on our commitment to sustainability, we launched
the product group 13RUGS. Production surpluses are turned
into unique customised rugs using intricate handcrafting
methods and a special multi-stage felting process.
More information: www.13RUGS.com

TIMELESS
CLASSICS
Our ambition is to create the classics of tomorrow,
in timeless, enduring design. Woven intelligence.
The rohi collection comprises different structures in
an unusually wide variety of colours.

CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS
Our expertise in developing tailor-made solutions ranges
from creating individual colours to designing special
patterns to branding or implementing ad-hoc acoustic
solutions. We are proud to say that thanks to this versatility,
we are regularly chosen by international architects and
interior designers for projects including hotels, concert
halls, public buildings, retail spaces and cruise ships.

OUR
CERTIFICATIONS
FLAME RESISTANCE

ACOUSTICS

rohi wool fabrics meet the
following standards without any
additional flame-retardant finish:
CAL TB 117 - 2013
DIN EN 1021-1/ -2
BS 5852 part 1: 1979
UNI 9175 1 IM
IMO 2014/90/EU Marine Equipment
Directive (MED)

DIN EN ISO 29053 | DIN EN ISO 11654
ARCO: Rs = 507 Pa s/m | α w = 0.85/ B
CREDO: Rs = 613 Pa s/m | α w = 0.80/ B
MICA: Rs = 446 Pa s/m | α w = 0.80/ B
MILKYWAY: Rs = 762 Pa s/m | α w = 0.80/ B
NOVUM: Rs = 1199 Pa s/m | α w = 0.95/ A
OPERA: Rs = 2078 Pa s/m | α w = 0.90/ A
SERA: Rs = 1059 Pa s/m | α w = 0.75/ C
SHAKE: Rs = 455 Pa s/m | α w = 0.80/ B
TOPIA: Rs = 881 Pa s/m | α w = 0.80/ B

Upon request, we can meet the
following standards with additional
flame-retardant finish:
BS 5852: 2006 Crib5
DIN 4102-1 B2 | DIN EN 13501-1 E
FAR 25.853 12. sec. vertical
BKZ 5.3 SN 198898
NF D60-013 (Art. AM 18)
NF P92-507 M2

ECOLOGY
RAL-UZ 117 Attachment 2+3
FR-free
AB 2998 (US export standard)
REACH (EU export standard)
IWTO Guidelines for Wool Sheep
Welfare

The latest versions of our certifications can be found at www.rohi.com
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ROHI QUALITY ADVANTAGES
VIRGIN WOOL
Only the best quality wools meet rohi’s
high standards. Long and fine fibres
form the basis for the premium quality
and durability of rohi fabrics.

ECOLOGICAL
When processing the wool, a naturally
sustainable raw material, rohi ensures
that every step in the production
process is sustainable and environmentally-friendly, and gears its actions
to the environment and health.

BREATHABLE
Wool is a natural temperature-regulating
fibre. It is warm in cold weather, and
cool in hot weather. Wool can absorb
up to 35 % of its own weight in moisture
without feeling damp. That ensures
optimal comfort.

PURIFYING
Wool acts as a natural air filter. It
absorbs harmful substances from the
air and breaks them down. As a result,
wool plays a major part in improving
the air in private and public spaces.

DIMENSIONALLY STABLE
Wool has natural bounce and regenerative capacity. As a result, pure wool
fabrics always return to their original
condition. That keeps them looking like
new, even after years of use.

ANTI-STATIC
Wool is naturally anti-static and protects
against build-ups of static electricity.

STAIN-RESISTANT
The scale-like structure and lanolin
film on wool make woollen fabrics
particularly easy to care for. Dirt particles
cannot penetrate and liquids bead on
the surface.

FLAME RETARDANT
Wool is naturally flame retardant.
With the additional flame retardant
finish, rohi fabrics are ideal for use in
public and sensitive areas. In addition,
rohi passes the key tests for toxic
smoke development.

DURABLE
rohi uses only the best wool qualities
and yarns twisted in intricate processes.
The special yarn dye guarantees a high
level of lightfastness and perfectly
brilliant colours. The rohi double
structure gives the fabric more density,
volume and improves durability.

CUSTOM COLOURS
rohi offers an above-average selection
of colours in its standard range.
A special manufacturing process
allows rohi to implement individual
colours on request.

SOFT
rohi exclusively uses high-quality worsted yarns. After the weaving process,
protruding wool fibres are removed and
the wool fabric is washed. This softtouch finish prevents knotting and gives
the rohi fabric a supple, soft surface.

VARIETY OF PATTERNS
Thanks to rohi’s Jacquard weaving
technique, an infinite variety of patterns
and structures can be implemented for
special interior concepts.

LIGHTFAST
Dyeing the yarn before weaving ensures that pigment penetrates deeply
and evenly into the fibre. This intensive
dye process guarantees that rohi
fabrics have a high level of lightfastness
and lastingly brilliant colours.

ACOUSTICS
rohi adapts the fabrics to any
acoustic space requirements. Based
on years of experience rohi textile
engineers can make the fabrics
sound-reflecting or sound-absorbing
as required.
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